
Unit 6 Large Group Games

Large Group Games 20 to 25 Minutes

Prepare one to three large group games each week. You may play one game for the entire time or

several games in sequence. Click on the title of each game for a video explanation of how to play.

Jump In, Jump Out

Materials: None

How to Play: Ask students to form a circle and face the middle. Instruct students that they must

follow the leader by saying what the leader says and doing what the leader says. Practice a few

times using these four commands: Jump in, Jump Out, Jump Left or Jump Right. Then, begin to

play. Call out any of the four commands and students must follow. (The circle may lose its shape,

that’s okay!) Have students get back in the original circle and instruct them that now they must say

the OPPOSITE of what the leader is doing and do what the leader says. Continue by calling out

jump commands for about 30 seconds until the circle breaks up again. There are no winners in this

game, it is simply meant to create fun and laughter and children will be extra challenged by the

confusion of saying the opposite of what they are doing. You can also change it up by having

students say what the leader says but do the opposite.

Power Up!

Materials: A playground ball

How to Play: Designate a number to each player and instruct them to remember their number. If

you have more than 12 children, you can have more than one person per number. To begin, choose

one person to hold the ball and stand in the center. Everyone should gather in a bunch together

near the person with the ball. Each round, the person with the ball should yell “Power Up!” and

throw the ball upwards to the sky while shouting a number. At the same time, all the other players

should run in different directions away from the bunch except for the person(s) whose number was

called. A person whose number was called catches the ball and then yells “Power Down” signaling

everyone to freeze. The person with the ball then is allowed to take three giant steps toward any

player before throwing the ball to hit someone (no hits above the chest). The person who was hit

becomes the new thrower. Play for several rounds or as long as the students remain engaged.
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Bunny Rabbit, Bunny Rabbit

Materials: None

How to Play: You need at least 5 people to play. You start with everyone in a circle. One person is

the “bunny rabbit, bunny rabbit.” This person starts the game. Now, everyone in the circle chooses

an animal, such as: “iguana, iguana,” “cat, cat,” or “shark, shark,” etc. Along with the animals, each

person has to make a sign with their hands. For example, “rabbit, rabbit” would place both hands

on the side of the head to form two ears. Another example would be “crocodile, crocodile”, it will

put its arms in front like the mouth of an alligator. You can invent more animals with hand signals

as needed. Now “bunny rabbit, bunny rabbit” begins the game by pointing its signal and saying:

“rabbit, rabbit, cat, cat”. Now it’s the turn of “cat, cat.” You’re still going from player to player in no

particular order. When someone is wrong, they must move from their position and sit to the left of

the “rabbit, rabbit”. We call that character “pig, pig” and they must make a pig’s nose as their

signal. The game can be really intense and fun, because when someone slips, everyone laughs. It’s

usually a funny mistake.

Fruit Tag

Materials: None

How to Play: Establish boundaries and choose a person to be “it.”  When the player who is “it”

tries to tag another student, the other player may squat down and say the name of a fruit for

protection before getting tagged. If the player is tagged first, the player also becomes “it.” Variation:

Students must say the name of one of the fruit of the spirit for protection!

Scatter Beach Ball

Materials: a beach ball

How to Play: Begin by having all players stand close to the center of the playing area. Throw the

ball into the air over the players. Whoever grabs the ball first can take three steps in any direction

and has five seconds to throw it. They may either throw it up into the air again or try to tag another

player. If they tag someone with the ball, the player sits down. If they catch it, the player who threw

must sit down. Anyone sitting down can get back up if they are able to grab the ball (without

moving from their seated spot) and tag another standing player. There are no teams, and no

“winners” in this game, although you may play until there are only a few remaining, declare them

“winners” and begin a new round.
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Beach Ball Bonanza

Materials Needed: A beach ball

How to Play: Divide students into two teams and have each team line up at the baselines of the

gym, or opposite ends of your playing area. Number each person off until everyone on the team has

been given a number. Every player on the opposing team should have corresponding numbers.

Place the beach ball in the center, and call out a number at random. Whoever’s number is called

(and you may call more than one) must run to the center to try and get the beach ball first. If a

player successfully gets the ball and makes it back over their team’s starting line without being

tagged, give that team two points. If someone tags a player with the ball, give their team a point. If

more than one number has been called, allow the players to toss the ball to their teammates. If the

ball touches the floor, give a point to the opposing team. Play several rounds.
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